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1. Eve ryt h ing w a s  not  a w e s om e … un t il Alt e ryx
• Tuit ion  Workflow d e m o in  Alt e ryx

2. How  t o t ra in  your Ca nva s  LMS Out com e s  d a t a
• Canvas  Ap p  Workflow d e m o in  Alt e ryx

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today we will discuss two problems Alteryx helped us solveThe first problem we will look at involves tuition revenue dataThe second problem deals with Canvas LMS Outcomes A few of you may pickup on the themes I’ve got going here. Before we dive in, I’d like to preface by saying I have two young sons so kid’s movies rule my life



Eve ryt h ing w a s  not  
a w e s om e … un t il Alt e ryx



Tuit ion  Re ve nue : The  Prob le m

• La rge s t  file  ha s  ove r 60 0 ,0 0 0  row s

• Ne e d  t o  e va lua t e  18  file s  ju s t  for 3 a ca d e m ic  ye a rs  of d a t a

• For t he  3 a ca d e m ic  ye a rs  w e  e va lua t e , it ’s  ove r 5.5 m illion  

row s  of d a t a

• Exc lus ions  w e re  b e ing m a nua lly filt e re d

• Ma nua l p roce s s  w a s  ve ry t im e  cons um ing

• Prone  t o  hum a n  e rror w it h  t h is  m uch  d a t a

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These files come from a canned report in a system called IUIE. A lot goes into this report so its something we can’t mimic in code. It is pre-setup with limited options For our purposes we need to exclude 20 different object codes as well as filter on another parameter so that we only include the 3 tuition values we need to evaluateEven after the exclusions and filtering there are still millions of rows that are used in our evaluation of this data



Tuit ion  Re ve nue : The  Solu t ion

• Alt e ryx e a t s  m illions  of row s  of d a t a  for b re a kfa s t !

• In it ia l h iccup s  w it h  file  s t ruc t u re  cha nge s

• Found  ne w  t ool t o  ha nd le  h iccup  

• It  ca n  p roce s s  ove r 5.5 m illion  row s  from  e xce l file s

• Allow s  join  t o  d a t a  w a re hous e  for a d d it iona l d a t a

• Se ve ra l ou t p u t s  a llow ing for fle xib le  re s u lt s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Alteryx can eat millions of rows for breakfast!Because of a change that was made on the backend of the report we use, the files we recently ran were no longer structured the same way as the files ran before. Our solution initial was to rerun ALL those huge files but then alteryx provided a nifty new tool that can now handle different file structures within the same file type (thank you Lu!)This tool really is awesome!! They even used Lucy from the Lego Movie to prove it. Lucy is the little character you see on the tools iconThe workflow runs in less than 15 minutes and produces several files including an extra file we are using for a tableau dashboard that is currently being built



Tuit ion  Re ve nue  De m o



How  t o Tra in  Your Ca nva s  
LMS Out com e s  Da t a



Ca nva s  Out com e s : The  Prob le m

• Ca nva s  LMS Da t a  ca n  b e  a  s ca ry b e a s t

• Lot s  of colum ns  of d a t a  t o  s ift  t h rough

• Difficu lt  t o  t ie  Ca nva s  Out com e s  re p ort  t o  s t ud e n t  d a t a

• Dup lica t ion  w it h in  t he  d a t a s e t

• Took ne a rly 2 w e e ks  t o  com p le t e  t he  re p ort s  for 1 s e m e s t e r

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The canvas outcomes report produces 30 different parameters that you have to go through and determine which are necessary to evaluate the program learning outcomesThe naming conventions of the parameters are difficult to decipherThere are certain programs that use the outcomes report to “take notes” about students participating in a certain class. They denote things like whether the student has taken a certain class, or if the student is part of the online program pertaining to the learning outcome. This causes undesired duplication which makes evaluating the data that much more difficult. With the way the data is output it was impossible for our colleagues to tie this information back to a students plan record to confirm they are in the program that is being evaluatedBecause of the complex nature of the dataset, the duplication, and the very manual aspect of pivoting this data, it used to take our colleague nearly 2 weeks to complete these program learning outcomes for just 1 semester



Ca nva s  Out com e s : The  Solu t ion

• Ta m ing t he  d a t a t he  Alt e ryx w a y

• Bringing in  d a t a  from  ot he r s ource s

• Ma nip u la t ing a nd  s um m a rizing t he  d a t a

• Built  in  a ud it s  t o  che ck for a ccura cy

• Le ve ra ging Ap p  t ools  t o  run  d a t a  a  t e rm  a t  a  t im e

• Ge ne ra t ing d iffe re n t  ou t p u t  t yp e s  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For this data to truly be a reflection of the programs they want to evaluate, they needed to be able to make sure the students in the dataset were actually in the programs they are assessing. The workflow uses several different outputs to confirm whether or not the outcomes data should be evaluated based on whether the students are in the proper programsWithin the workflow I can calculate the assessment values and percentages, pivoting the data so that it reflects the outcomes our colleagues neededPart of the workflow evaluates all semesters but then I use the app functionality to manipulate the end of the workflow so that final output is based on 1 semester at a time since this is how our colleagues need to report the dataThe front end of the workflow produces a .hyper extract that we will be using in a tableau dashboard soonIt took roughly 48 hours to complete this project which includes zoom meetings to discuss design and progress, me learning the LMS data from square 1, and building out the workflow. Now that the workflow is built, what used to take nearly 2 weeks now takes roughly 5 minutes. 



Ca nva s  Out com e s  De m o



ANALYTICS 
FOR ALL
Alteryx in HigherEd
Mar 9, 2023

Ewan Simpson
Account Executive – SLED 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
HOW TO USE THIS SLIDE DECK This deck frames the problem Alteryx solves and positions our solution. You’ll find high level messages, customer proof points, and schematics that visually convey the Alteryx platform. BEST PRACTICESFamiliarize yourself with the material. While these slides give you something to talk to, practice the material so that you can handle questions or concerns. Watch the sample video <new link forthcoming> for key talking points and deeper context.Pick the slides that are appropriate for the audience. For example, select region-specific customer stories to show—either the one of the summary slides provided in the deck, or a single-customer slide downloaded from ShowPad (https://alteryx.showpad.biz/webapp2/content/channel-template/1cba73cb390babb51a1ec8223df72096). Note there is also an appendix at the back of the deck containing the customer logo slide and other corporate level info.Modify as needed for the discussion you plan to have. For example, include the Appendix “Offering (High Level)” for a new customer or executive discussion, but not for a returning customer who wants to focus more on the latest Alteryx products. In that case, swap in the Appendix “Offering (Product Level).” Interact. You’ll find sample questions to ask your customer for several slides. Ask a few to gauge attention, mine potential objections, and discover what messages resonate with your customer.End with a call to action. You’ve got a “next steps” slide, but if that’s not applicable remember a great way to quickly enable a new customer is to steer them to the free trial (https://www.alteryx.com/designer-trial/free-trial-alteryx) and starter kits (https://www.alteryx.com/starter-kit?page=1). TALKING POINTSWe believe the power of analytics and data-driven decision making shouldn’t just be for the experts – the data scientists, the quants, the developers, et cetera. We believe “Analytics is for All.” From finance and HR, to sales, marketing, and business operations; we see breakthroughs and transformations happening across every department and every industry around the world.Alteryx helps organizations democratize analytics at scale, and we can help your company create breakthrough moments. 
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• Disparate data environments/Data silos

• Input/Output Madness

• Staffing challenges/upskilling

• Increased pressure on admissions/retention & 
associated revenue

• Educational pathways are more diverse and 
competitive 

• Align value with workforce needs

Analytic Challenges 
Facing Higher Education
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ENTERPRISES ARE INVESTING IN ANALYTICS, BUT 
THE ANALYTICS GAP IS ONLY WIDENING

*NewVantage Partners: Data And AI Leadership Executive Survey 2022

The Analytics Gap

of organizations continue to 
invest heavily in AI and 

analytics*

feel that they’ve truly 
established a data 

driven culture*

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GUIDE NOTESBuild on the previous slide with numerical, trusted third-party data that demonstrates the significance of the problem you’re describing. TALKING POINTSThe world is awash in data; there’s a digital exhaust that permeates our business. The key is to be able to process and find the insight within that data so your organization can make smarter, faster, better business decisions.Unfortunately, we see an ANALYTICS GAP today. A recent survey from NewVantage Partners indicated that 92% of organizations continue to invest heavily in analytics, yet only 19% feel that they’re truly being data driven.This widening analytics gap conspires to impede organizational progress. The main factors causing this gap are lack of analytic skills, poor access to data, slow and error-prone manual processes, and a shortage of knowledge workers. This gap fundamentally boils down to one thing: a lack of analytics capacity within your organization. Salesforce reported the average higher ed marketing budget invests 5 percent in martech and 50 percent in staffing, compared to typical corporate marketing budgets that evenly invest 25 percent in martech and 25 percent in staffing. If the expectation is growing for marketing pros to be more data-informed and for small teams to accomplish more, the right tech integrations and infrastructure must be in place. 
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THE AVERAGE ANALYTICAL PROCESS

Average number of data sources 
per analytics or data science 
activity

Average number of target outputs 
per analytics or data science activity

To perform data activities

*IDC, State of Analytics and Data Science, 2019

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GUIDE NOTESThis slide and the two that follow it get into the 3 specific types of pain (process, people, infrastructure) that the Analytic Maturity slide’s talking points mention. This is the “process” slide, and it helps demonstrate the clear and urgent need for end-to-end analytic platforms like Alteryx. TALKING POINTSFirst, let's talk about the challenges organizations experience with analytic and data processes.The average analysis requires something like half dozen different data sources, more than four distinct analytic tools, and feeds out to seven different end points.Each one of those sources, tools, and outputs introduces new opportunities for errors and breakages in the process. Plus, it takes significant human effort to keep track of all those different data sources and endpoints, and to successfully operate all those different analytics tools.For example, we know that business users have an overreliance on spreadsheets, and spreadsheets are inefficient and error prone. In fact, IDC estimates that there are 78 million advanced data workers (such as business analysts) who waste more than 7 hours a week repeating manual data tasks in spreadsheets. And spreadsheet errors can do real damage—for example, a major bank lost Billions of dollars because of an analyst’s error.Which brings us to reason #2 for why most organizations score low on the analytic maturity curve … QUESTIONS TO ASKDoes this sound like the situation here?   REFERENCEShttps://www.alteryx.com/-/media/project/alteryx/localization/per-language/english/report/alteryx_state-of-data-science-and-analytics-2019_en_en.pdf?rev=9d267ef46e884a0db2dee52568f191aa

https://www.alteryx.com/-/media/project/alteryx/localization/per-language/english/report/alteryx_state-of-data-science-and-analytics-2019_en_en.pdf?rev=9d267ef46e884a0db2dee52568f191aa
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Processes

Analytics
Tools

Data

Users

Avg. # of 
analytics tools

Orgs where 
spreadsheets
the norm

Orgs not using 
the full breadth 
of data types

Orgs have 
underutilized
analytics skills

Siloed

Manual

Limited: 
structured 

only

Experts 
only

End-to-End

AI-Driven Automation

All: Structured + Unstructured

All Personas

ANALYTICS APPROACHES NEED TO CHANGE

*IDC: 4 Ways to Unlock Transformative Business Outcomes from Analytics Investments, 2022

CURRENT STATE OF ANALYTICS* DESIRED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GUIDE NOTESAdd specificity to the urgent need for change you’ve already laid out and show the customer a better way forward. TALKING POINTS… , and talk about what change looks like.If we look at how most organizations operate, analytic processes are based off legacy tools, waterfall methods, and manual steps that can’t keep pace with the modern economy. As you can see, a recent IDC survey shows that the average organization is using more than 4 different analytics tools, and more than 90% of business still rely on spreadsheets. Moreover, per IDC, 93% of organizations are underutilizing the analytics skills of their professionals—from the data engineers who prepares the data, to analysts who work to generate insights, to business leaders who need to make informed decisions.In a similar vein, most organizations are also failing to take advantage of the data they already have access to, due to a reliance on outdated technology. In addition, leading businesses are modernizing their data infrastructures, going from rigid, legacy architectures to a data stack that balances the advantages of on-premises, hybrid, and cloud deployments.How much time is lost in your organization? How many analytics errors are introduced because of manual processes within your organization? Is there a better way?There’s a NEW Way, one that spans all people within your organization, one that surfaces insights to the decision makers automatically, one with end-to-end analytics, tools, and all data. [Flip to next slide] Your organization ultimately, needs to move from error prone, insecure, slow insights to real-time, automated, accurate insights. QUESTIONS TO ASKHow much time would you estimate is lost in your organization each year? How many analytics errors do you think are introduced because of manual processes within your organization? What types of data are most critical to your business today? How are you currently analyzing and acting on this data? REFERENCESIDC statistics: https://www.alteryx.com/-/media/project/alteryx/whitepaper/4-ways-to-unlock-transformative-business-outcomes-from-analytic-investments.pdf?rev=5fbd800b970e4a68ab7eb746c2f09028

https://www.alteryx.com/-/media/project/alteryx/whitepaper/4-ways-to-unlock-transformative-business-outcomes-from-analytic-investments.pdf?rev=5fbd800b970e4a68ab7eb746c2f09028
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From insight to 
action across every 

data type and source

Cover

Everything

2

Execute every task 
in minutes or hours, 
not days and weeks

Make analytics 

Easy

1

Insights across hundreds 
of use cases, on-prem 

and in the cloud

Be

Everywher
e

3

Democratized 
analytics for every 

person, every skill level

Enable 

Everyone

4

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GUIDE NOTESIntroduce the customer to Alteryx’s pillars of value. These unique selling propositions are easy for the customer to remember and play to Alteryx’s differentiated strengths in the marketplace. TALKING POINTSOrganizations leading in digital transformation have taken a completely different approach to how they manage data access, analytics platforms, and data-driven decision making. They’ve shifted to a democratized approach, an “Analytics for All” approach. Analytics for All may sound like a lofty goal, but it’s realizable. The keys to success are what we call the “4 E’s.” Easy: You must make analytics easy – you have to go from data to insights in minutes and hours instead of days or weeks. The platform should be easy enough for anyone to use and have built-in smarts to increase efficiency. Everything: The platform needs to cover the entire analytic lifecycle, including data access, ELT, prep & blend, data enrichment, analytics, geospatial, automated machine learning, and business insights – everything! Everywhere: The platform needs to be available everywhere. For every data type and source, from your legacy on-prem databases to modern cloud data warehouses, cloud applications, and RPA bots. Everyone: No matter your job role, skill level, department, or industry, the platform must enable everyone to participate and drive value in the analytics process. We aim to “meet people where they are” (in terms of skill level), from the meticulous data engineer wrangling huge datasets to the impatient executive needing simple insights now, and everyone in between.     QUESTIONS TO ASKHow might an “analytics for all” strategy drive improvements in your organization?Is there a particular “E” that jumps out at you? 
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Increased Survey Efficiency 

and Effectiveness

21% Marketing Conversion 

Rate Improvement

10% Increase in Student 

Retention

Analytics Enables 
Transformational

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I was sold on Alteryx within five minutes of seeing what it could do. In my opinion, the only way to effectively gain insights and to continuously innovate is to bring together the disparate data we’re collecting. Alteryx makes this possible.2) It took substantially less time, I think it was roughly 25 days less time, to develop the solution in Alteryx, compared to the old way of working. Because you could build the solution in front of our customers, you could collaborate and use their business insights to get a better product at the end of it.3) 40+ Surveys, 40K+ Respondents, Data standardized with Alteryx 
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Que s t ions ?  
Chels ie  Deatrick
Data Analys t , Decis ion Support  and Report ing, Office  of Online  Educat ion
phillchl@iu.edu

Ewan Sim pson
Account Execut ive , Alte ryx, State , Local, and Education
ewan.s im pson@alte ryx.com
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